Color shown is color 200 Ivory, Pencil Liner CS15J and Chair Rail CS14J are in Braircliff.
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Tile Sizes

Fashion turned into function. A floor which is characterized by its salience
and worn look offers that unique touch of nature to any space. Turnbury,
with its soft earthy hues, exudes a rustic, luxurious surface. Shaw now offers
not just a designer look of nature, rather a truly authentic and generational
touch of Mother Earth. The tumbled travertine with a subtle rounded edge
comes in a 3 x 6” and a 4 x 4”. Use this line to add that worn element of
nature to your home environment.

Mosaic

Ivory

Noce

CS61J

CS62J

3" x 6" CS76H CS73H CS79H
Accents

Latte

Ivory

Noce

12" x 12" x 2" x 2"
CS78H CS77H CS81H
Mosaic
12" x 12" x 1" x 2"
CS74H CS41H CS42H
Brick Mosaic
3" x 12"
Equal Listello

700 Noce

200 Ivory

Latte

4" x 4" CS70J

Field Tile

CS75H Multi-Color 101
Latte/Ivory/Noce

It is important to note that any natural stone hard
surface flooring can become slippery when wet or
improperly maintained. Unless specifically stated
by Shaw Industries, Inc. the use of Shaw Industries,
Inc. natural stone is not recommended for exterior
horizontal surfaces.
This product can be used in interior wet areas if
sealed and maintained properly. The stone look
could be altered if not maintained properly. For
information about products that can protect the
stone from moisture exposure contact your local
Shaw hard surface territory manager.

150 Latte

Brick Mosaic

700 Noce
200 Ivory

This product may contain dry seams, pits, fossils and
glass veins that are filled at the factory or during
installation. These are all inherent characteristics
of the stone. Since these veins can sometimes lose
their fillings, they should be refilled as part of normal
maintenance.
A sealer is recommended
stone products.

3

Color is true
and consistent
throughout and represents
the truest form of the stone.
Little to no veining or surface
imperfections are found.
Premium Grade offers the
most consistent coloration
along with the smallest pits.

all

natural

Equal Listello
Multi-Color
Color 101

150 Latte

Premium Grade

for

Select Grade
Majority of the surface
is pure with the color
remaining relatively consistent
throughout the product. Small
amounts of discoloration may
be seen in a few select tiles.
Select Grade offers some color
variation and slightly larger pits
than Premium Grade.

Classic Grade
Discoloration and
imperfections are
more pronounced and
variation in shading / color
exists throughout product.
Classic Grade offers high
variation from tile to tile and
the largest pits.

Note: Natural stone is a product of nature, hence variations in
shade and appearance are inherent. Veining and mineral deposits
create unique characteristics per stone. Please consider at the time
of purchase… No Two Stones Are Alike! Installation constitutes
acceptance.

Approved Usage
FLOORS

WALLS

EXTERIORS
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